Was he in Dealey?

Lee Forman said:

12: Ruby is with a buddy of his, whom he has called to 'watch the fireworks.' The man is an informer. They stand in front of the Postal Annex building. Does anyone have the name associated, and know the time [MIDP]?

According to a 1977 FBI doc, Arlen Fuhlendorf of the FBI in Dallas was told this by the unnamed informant. He said Ruby called him that morning, and immediately after the shooting Ruby left the corner where they were and headed in the direction of the Dallas Morning News building.

Quote

12: Armstrong has 4 women that say that they saw LHO emerge from the TSBD, and Jack Ruby hand him a pistol. He provides no reference in the on-line account. Anyone have this info, and have an idea as to the time?

According to an FBI doc dated 12/1/63, a Mrs. Evelyn Harris was told by a Lucy Lopez that Lopez’s daughter and some other women who worked in a sewing room across from the TSBD saw Ruby walking up and down the street near the TSBD, and saw him hand Oswald the pistol when he came out of the TSBD. Lopez said the women knew Oswald who apparently spoke Spanish well and ate with them at a nearby restaurant.

Quote

Is Tom Tilson a Credible Witness?

By Peter R. Whitmey

No, Peter, he's not.
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